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1. Introduction
Revival is a reimagined, neoclassic instrument that combines the
power of modern synthesis with the classic organ sounds of
generations past. Drawbar additive-synthesis, harmonic modifiers
and vintage effects combine to create an instrument that’s spans
multiple genres with an incredible sonic palette and outstanding
playability.

2. The Drawbar Organ
Revival is modeled on a classic drawbar organ concept, but with
some serious twists as we’ll see in the following sections. Organs
such as the renowned Hammond B3 employ a type of mixer–the
drawbars–to control the harmonic makeup of the sounds
produced by the instrument. The B3, specifically, has a drawbar for
each of seven of the first eight harmonics, or overtones, that create
the timbre of the organ’s output. The ratios of these harmonics to
the fundamental pitch are 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 & 8, plus two subharmonics (ratios of 0.5 and 1.5). If a ratio of 1 represents the
fundamental pitch at, say, A440 Hz, the second harmonic (with
ratio 2) would sound at 880 Hz, and so on. The picture below
shows the drawbar setup of one keyboard manual on a Hammond
B3 organ.
It’s worth noting that the 7th harmonic could have been included
on Hammond organs. But since the 6th and 7th harmonics are
similar in character, it was likely that the 7th was omitted to keep
the number of drawbars to a minimum. We’ll see later that Revival
has included the 7th harmonic, for completeness sake.
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Drawbars are like faders on a mixer - except that they operate
upside-down. Pulling down a drawbar increases the sound level
of the corresponding harmonic. The drawbar handles are labeled
with the numbers 1-8 and these are often used to recall or
communicate patch settings. For example, one may say a classic
song uses the drawbar settings 88840004, with each value
describing how far a corresponding drawbar is extended.
Note that Hammond organs, and many others, are labeled (across
the bottom in the picture above) with pipe lengths, in feet. This is
in keeping with the tradition of pipe organs, which the Hammonds
originally sought to emulate. If a standardized length of pipe is
eight feet long, and this represents the fundamental pitch, then
the second harmonic (sounding an octave higher) would be that
length cut in half, or four feet, and so on. Those drawbars that
represent octave intervals of the fundamental are colored white
(ratios of 1, 2, 4 and 8). The sub harmonics are presented in brown.
The remaining harmonics are colored black (3, 5 and 6). In the
picture above, we’ve labeled the harmonic numbers across the top.
!3

One interesting thing to note about this standard layout, is that
the S2 (5-1/3’) drawbar, actually sounds at a higher pitch than the
fundamental (ratio 1 or 8’). This may seem like things are a bit out
of order, but the original intent, no doubt, is to keep the subharmonics grouped together, and to have the remaining drawbars
represent the normal harmonic series with whole-number ratios.
In practice, this actually does make sense.

There is also a brake on Leslie speakers that will stop the rotation
altogether. This (while probably used less often) can be equally
dramatic – particularly at the point when the brake is released and
the speaker begins to rotate.

2.1 Rotary Speaker
The rotary speaker, invented by Don Leslie, is a sound-modifying
device that imparts a rich, tremulant and chorused tone on any
audio that is patched through it. The classic Leslie designs
typically involve two speakers – a woofer (with a directional drum)
and an upper horn - each rotating independently inside a wooden
cabinet. There are typically two speeds on a Leslie speaker that
can be controlled by the performer. The slower speed creates a
deep, swirling, chorale effect while the fast speed produces an
energetic vibrato and tremolo effect. Musicians that perform with
Leslie speakers often make switching between these two settings
an integral part of their performance. The change-up between fast
and slow may occur several times within a single musical phrase.
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A LESLIE MODEL 122 ROTARY SPEAKER
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3. Revival

1: Patch Browser
2: Voicing
3: Effects
4: Envelope
5: Crossfader
6: Harmonic Modifiers
7: Drawbars
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3.1. Attack, Primary, Secondary and Release Sections

3.2. Drawbars

Revival’s user interface contains four sections of drawbars, each
representing a part of a notes evolution—from attack/onset,
through the sustained portion, to the note’s release. The sustained
portion is made up of two layers: primary and secondary, that can
be mixed or crossfaded.

Revival has 10 drawbars in each of the four sections. For a primer
on what drawbars are, and how they operate, see Section 2
Revival’s drawbars are very similar in look and in function to those
of the Hammond B3 organ. As mentioned in Section 2, the subharmonics of the timbre are represented in brown, the octave
harmonics in white and harmonics 3, 5 and 6 in black. Revival also
includes the 7th harmonic which is not typically found on classic
organs. It’s employed here for completeness sake—and because
Revival is much more than just an organ—so we’ll need this
harmonic for more complex sounds. The 7th harmonic is colored in
grey.

!
The Attack and Release sections are transient in nature, and
therefore always decay to silence at a user-defined rate. The
Primary and Secondary sections can be set to either sustain
indefinitely (as long as a note is held), or decay (such as a piano
decays). Each section’s tone is controlled by the drawbars,
modifiers and envelope controls described in detail in the
following sections.
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!
As we’ll see in the following sections, the drawbars control more
than just simple sine waves that make up the first eight harmonics
(plus two subs). They can represent groupings of timbral
components, each with a distinct character. This will be
determined by the wave-sets and modifiers assigned to them.
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3.3. Envelope Controls
Each section (Attack, Primary, Secondary and Release) has its own
envelope control. The controls reside above the section modifiers.
Attack and Primary:

The Bypass FX button allows the Attack Section to bypass the
vibrato, tremolo, phaser and mod-filter and be patched directly
into the speaker amplifier. This mode can be useful due to the fact
that these effects can cause the attack transient to sound out-oftune (due to vibrato) or overly attenuated (from sweeping effects).
Finally, the overall level of the attack section can be adjusted with
the Gain Adjust knob (-12dB to +12dB).

!
The Attack Section envelope controls are comprised of an attackdecay type envelope generator, as shown in the figure in Section
3.1. The Attack and Decay times are continuously variable across
the following ranges.
Min

Max

Attack Time

0 ms

2 sec

Decay Time

50 ms

30 sec

In addition to the typical attack, there is also the potential to
generate a click at the onset of the note. This click is a typical
occurrence in vintage organs due to the mechanical contacts used
in the keyboard, and it is an important part of the instrument’s
character and charm. The click level can be set with the Click gain
knob, and the output will have a somewhat random and realistic
character. As we’ll see in Section 3.5, the click’s tone can be
changed to create a different timbre and feel.
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The Primary and Secondary Section envelope controls contain only
a Decay Time knob with a range of 50ms-to-Infinite sustain. These
controls allow the respective section to decay while a note is held.
Like the Attack Section, a +/-12dB Gain Adjust knob is provided to
tweak the overall level of the primary and secondary output.
The Attack switch is similar to the percussion switch on a
Hammond B3. It enables or disables all of the drawbars in the
Attack Section. The Vib switch enables both the vibrato and
tremolo effects, per the settings in the voicing section (see section
3.5).
Note: The attack-envelope of the Primary and Secondary sections
follow the setting of the Attack-Time in the Attack Section. This
way, one Attack-Time control can control the note’s overall attack.
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Secondary and Release:

Finally, the Release Section is similar to the Attack Section and is
comprised of a simple Attack-Decay-type envelope generator with
its own Click control. This section is activated when a note is
released. The Release Section also includes a Gain Adjust of
+/-12dB. The Release Section’s decay time can be applied to the
Attack, Primary and Secondary sections as well, by enabling the All
Sections button. This can be a quick way to apply a decaying
release to the overall sound, without having to use the Release
Section’s drawbars.
3.4. Primary / Secondary Crossfader
Between the Primary and Secondary sections is the Primary/
Secondary Crossfader.

Manual-mode, the X-Fade control acts as a simple crossfader, with
the center position representing a 50/50 mix. The Auto-mode has
several operations to choose from:
Pri-Sec

Fade from primary to secondary

Pri-Sec-Pri

Fade – primary -> secondary -> primary

Pri-Sec-Pri-Sec

Fade – pri -> sec -> pri -> sec

LFO Subtle

Small, continuous fade between the two

LFO Moderate

Moderate continuous fade

LFO Deep

Full continuous fade

The Rate control sets the rate of movement for all of the
automatic modes above. The rate of the LFO ranges from 0.05 Hz
to 20 Hz.
Sometimes, it is desirable to mix the secondary in with the primary,
rather than crossfading between. In doing this, the primary section
is always at full level and the secondary becomes and additional
layer. To activate this mode, enable the Keep Primary switch.

!
These controls allow mixing and cross-fading between the Primary
and Secondary tone sections. There are two modes of operation Auto and Manual, as determined by the switch on the top. In
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3.5. Voicing Section
The controls in Revival’s Voicing Section determine how the voices
respond to keyboard input, as well as how the instrument’s
harmonics are tuned and arranged for each key on the keyboard.

!
The following is a summary of each control:
Overtone: This is the tuning of the drawbar harmonic components.

Typically, harmonics of a sound follow a simple whole-number
ratio (1, 2, 3…). Organs use ‘equal temperament’ (a slight variation
from whole numbers) because they borrow oscillators, or tone
wheels, from other keys on the keyboard. This is done for practical
reasons. Although this overtone tuning is slightly ‘un-natural’, it
imparts a pleasant, ‘aligned’ quality for organs and other
instruments as well. There are also stretch modes that add
metallic-like tension to the sound. Here, the higher harmonics
become progressively sharper, a characteristic common in metals
strings, membranes and bars.
Overlay: Organs do not typically produce very high harmonics.

They can be shrill, and historically it was difficult to manufacture
tiny pipes for the extreme harmonics on pipe organs. Organs like
the Hammond B3 have an interesting way of dealing with high
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harmonics. As you play up the keyboard, instead of running out of
high-harmonics, these organs fold the high harmonics back down
an octave (multiple times, if necessary). This way, the higher
drawbar components still continue to sound, but without
becoming unruly. There are two emulation modes that mimic the
behavior of the B3 – B3 Hi-fold and B3 Full-fold. The Hi-fold mode
folds harmonics back down, on higher harmonics-only. The Fullfold mode does the same, plus folds bass harmonics back up an
octave (as you play down the keyboard), to keep the bass from
becoming sub-sonic.
In addition to folding, the two B3 modes above have an interesting
behavior shared by the original Hammond. This is the interaction
between the Attack Switch in the performance section (called
‘Percussion’ on a Hammond), and the highest drawbar (harmonic
8, or 1’). With the Attack Switch enabled, the highest drawbar does
not sound. The drawbar becomes active again, when the Attack
Switch is turned off. Many renowned players of the Hammond B3
capitalize on this feature to alternate between two very
characteristic sounds. The default patch “Blues House”
demonstrates how it works. To test it, toggle the Attack Switch
while playing.
Sometimes, this Attack/Drawbar-interaction is not desirable. If this
is the case, choose one of the ‘B3A’ modes. They are identical to the
B3 modes but will not kill the high drawbar.
The Bass overlays deal with high harmonics by either attenuating
them (‘Bass’ mode), or folding them like a B3 (‘Bass Folded’). The
‘Bass Folded’ mode will fold harmonics sooner than the B3 modes.
!9

Velocity: This controls how the drawbars respond to the velocity

Port (Portamento Time): This controls how fast a pitch glide, or

sensitivity control (below). Quite often it’s the mid-range of a
sound that is most sensitive to velocity changes. Sometimes it’s
the higher frequencies. Choosing “Mids More” will make the
middle drawbars more sensitive to keyboard velocity (per the
Velocity Sensitivity control). Likewise, the “Highs More” setting will
make the highest drawbars most sensitive. “All Harm” means they
are all equally sensitive.

slide, moves between consecutive notes on the keyboard. Turning
the control full-left disables the portamento effect.

Click Tone: Organs often have a distinct electrical ‘click’ at both

the onset and release of a note. The envelope sections control the
amount of click. This selector offers color options other than the
electrical type. The click-tones have a somewhat random,
humanized nature but are also not overly complex. They are
intended to add a subtle character to the overall sound, and could
potentially suffer from overuse.
Mono (Monophonic Mode): This mode voices only one note at a

time on the keyboard. The synth otherwise has 16-note polyphony,
with another 16 transition voices.
1st/ALL: Organs typically add an attack tone only to the first note

that is struck on the keyboard. If that note is held, subsequent
notes will not produce and attack tone (unless they quickly ‘sneak
in’ under the first note’s envelope). Turning the ‘1st/All’ knob to the
‘All’ position will allow all notes to produce an attack tone. The
knob is continuous, so it can be set to produce diminished attack
tones on those notes that follow the first.
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P. Mode (Portamento Mode): The ‘T’, ‘H’ and ‘R’ knob labels

represent Fixed-Time, Note-Held and Fixed-Rate. The zones
overlap such that the two ‘Held’ modes are at positions 2 and 3. In
these modes, you must hold a note to produce a portamento effect
(pitch-glide) on the transition to the following note. Position 1 and
2 create a slide across a fixed-time regardless of the musical
interval, position 3 and 4 create a slide at a fixed-rate per musical
interval.
Kb Dcy (Keyboard Decay): This control affects the keyboard

tracking of the section envelope decays (see section 3.3). More
effect produces longer decay-times for low-notes and shorter
decays for high-notes. This behavior is typical of physical
instruments. Turning the Keyboard Decay full left will cause all
envelope decay times to be equal across the keyboard.
Vel Sens: This is the overall velocity sensitivity, as mentioned in

the Velocity section above. Turning this control full-left will
disable velocity sensitivity and cause all notes to sound at full
level.
Chorus: This is the depth of the chorus effect. Chorusing creates a

pitch-detuning that sounds like multiple voices are playing
slightly out of pitch from one another (with pleasing results).
Turning the control full-left disables chorusing.
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Vibrato: This is the vibrato amount or depth. Also note that vibrato

Square

Square waveform

Triangle

Triangle waveform

Sawtooth Components 1

Individual components that add-up
to a sawtooth wave (all drawbars
except the subs)

Sawtooth Components 2

Same as “Sawtooth Components 1”,
but with different overtone groups

is 2 Hz to 12 Hz.

Sawtooth Components 3

Same as “Sawtooth Components 1”,
but with different overtone groups

3.6. Wave Sets

Sawtooth Components 4

Same as “Sawtooth Components 1”,
but with different overtone groups

Square Components 1

Individual components that add-up
to a square wave (all drawbars
except the subs)

Square Components 2

Same as “Square Components 1”, but
with different overtone groups

Square Components 3

Same as “Square Components 1”, but
with different overtone groups

Square Components 4

Same as “Square Components 1”, but
with different overtone groups

can be enabled/disabled by the switch in the performance section
(see section 3.8).
Tremolo: This is the tremolo amount or depth. Also note that

tremolo can be enabled/disabled by the switch in the performance
section (same switch as Vibrato - see section 3.8).
Rate: Vibrato and Tremolo Rate. The range of this modulation rate

We often think about organs, such as the Hammond B3, in terms of
mixing sine-wave components with drawbars - to create a
particular timbre. In reality, the electric and/or mechanical means
of producing the sound (gear-like tone wheels for the B3), has
much more character than a mere sine-wave. Similarly, classic
transistor organs come with their own unique personality for the
sonic components. Revival offers a number of different Wave Sets
to be used as the building blocks of a given patch.
The following is a summary of each type:
Pure Sine

Pure sine-wave

Reso Noise

Resonant noise components

Tone Wheel 1

Gear-type, organ tone-wheel

Noise Components

Transistor 1

Transistor oscillator

Noise bands that add-up to white
noise (all drawbars including the
subs)

Transistor 2

Transistor oscillator

Sawtooth

Sawtooth waveform

Audreio
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3.7. Modifiers

Lowpass 24

24 dB/Octave low pass filter

Revival uses modifiers on each drawbar to enhance and animate
the tone produced by the instrument. There are three identical
layers of modifiers that can be applied to each drawbar in all of
the four sections (Attack, Primary, Secondary, Release). The
modifiers all contain the following control set:

Lowpass 36

36 dB/Octave low pass filter

Hipass 12

12 dB/Octave high pass filter

Hipass 24

24 dB/Octave high pass filter

Hipass 36

36 dB/Octave high pass filter

Bandpass 12

12 dB/Octave band pass filter

Gain

A simple gainer that can be used with the
animation shapes

!
Modifier Type: The selector box in the upper-left determines the
type of modifier algorithm that can be applied to a drawbar (or
combination of drawbars). The modifier will change the tone of
any drawbar component that is assigned to it. Here’s a summary of
modifier-algorithms:
FM Step

Discrete FM steps with ratios of 0.25, 0.5, 1-7

FM Cont

FM with ratio continuously variable from 1 to 7

FM+1 Step

Same as ‘FM Step’ but sounds an octave higher

FM+1 Cont

Same as ‘FM Cont’ but sounds an octave higher

FM Dirty

Same as ‘FM Step’ but is slightly detuned

FM Filthy

Same as ‘FM Step’ but is moderately detuned

Lowpass 12

12 dB/Octave low pass filter
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The term ‘FM’ stands for frequency-modulation – a processing
method that has been utilized since the Yamaha DX synthesizers
of the 1980’s. It’s capable of producing very complex overtones
from a simple sine-wave. The FM-Continuous modes can produce
overtones that are inharmonic, or not related to the fundamental
pitch. They are useful for creating bell-tones and metallic textures.
It’s worth noting that the traditional term ‘FM’ (coined by the
inventor of the Yamaha synth algorithms) technically represents a
phase-modulation algorithm, not frequency-modulation. The two
are related and the latter can be thought of as a more extreme
form of phase-modulation. Many modern synthesizers refer to the
algorithms used in Revival as ‘PM’ - and they are correct, especially
since some include both algorithms, and must therefore make the
distinction. Revival uses the term ‘FM’ for historical reasons and it
is the very same algorithms used by Yamaha in their FM
synthesizers.
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Animation Type: The modifiers in the table above can be set up to
animate (or modulate) a voice when it is triggered. An animation is
simply an envelope-shape or an LFO that is applied to Amount
control of the modifier effect. Several shapes are included:

Bounce Out 3 Modifier starts in full then fades out in two
cycles
Bounce Out 4 Modifier starts in full then fades out in two
cycles

Fade In

Modifier fades in

LFO Sine

Continuous animation with sine wave

Fade Out

Modifier starts in full, then fades out

LFO Saw Up

Increasing sawtooth wave

Swell 1

Fades in then fades out. The fade-out is variable
via Rate control

LFO Saw
Down

Decreasing sawtooth wave

Swell 2

Same as ‘Swell 1’ but fade-in is slower

LFO Square

Stepped animation

Swell 3

Same as ‘Swell 2’ but fade-in is slower

Swell 4

Same as ‘Swell 3’ but fade-in is slower

Sfz Cresc 1

Fades out then fades in. The fade-in is variable
via the Rate control

Sfz Cresc 2

Same as ‘Sfz Cresc 1’ but initial fade-out is slower

Sfz Cresc 3

Same as ‘Sfz Cresc 2’ but initial fade-out is slower

Sfz Cresc 4

Same as ‘Sfz Cresc 3’ but initial fade-out is slower

Bounce In 1

Modifier fades in after cycling once

Bounce In 2

Modifier fades in after cycling twice

Bounce In 3

Modifier fades in after cycling three times

Bounce In 4

Modifier fades in after cycling four times

Amt: The amount of processing applied to any drawbars that are
assigned to the modifier.
Tone: This control’s action depends on the modifier-type that has
been selected. The following table describes the Tone knob’s
action for different types.
FM Types

Sets the modulator/carrier ratio of the
frequency modulation. Stepped FM types use
discrete steps, even though the Tone knob is
continuous.

Filter Types

Sets the filter’s resonance (i.e. sharpness or
‘peaky-ness’ near the cutoff frequency)

Gain Type

Not applicable

Bounce Out 1 Modifier starts in full then fades out in two
cycles
Bounce Out 2 Modifier starts in full then fades out in two
cycles

Audreio
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Anim: The amount of animation applied to the modifier. Turning
this control full-left will effectively disable the animation effect.
Turned full-right, the animation’s effect will span the entire range
of the modifier’s Amount control – just as if the user had
manipulated the Amount knob between 0% and 100%. For midrange values of this control, it is often useful to adjust the Amount
knob to set the right starting (or ending) point of the animation
(depending on whether the animation fades in, or out).

Note knob at 1% - Low range:

!

Note: The Note control allows mapping of the modifier effect
across the keyboard. This determines which notes are processed
through the modifier and which notes aren’t. The mapped region is
smoothly faded, so there isn’t a sudden change from one note to
the next. When the Note knob is turned, the region boundaries
move in such a way so as to target low-notes, middle-notes or
high-notes. The in-between areas also cover low+middle notes and
middle+high notes, as shown at right:

Note knob at 25% - Lows + Mids:

!
Note knob at 50% - Mids-only:

!
Note knob at 75% - Mids + Highs:

When the Note control is turned to 0%, no note-mapping takes
place and the modifier’s effect is active across the keyboard’s
entire range. An LED light next to the Note knob indicates when
note-mapping is engaged.
Vel: Adjusts the modifier’s sensitivity to note-velocity. These
controls all act independently of the main Velocity Sensitivity
control found in the Voicing section (see section 3.5).

!
Note knob at 100% - High range:

!

Audreio
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Mod enable buttons:

3.8. Solo Controls

In each modifier group there are 10 buttons that enable the
corresponding drawbar for processing. These buttons act like an
enable / bypass toggle of the modifiers.

Revival allows you to dissect the sound being generated by your
patch with the use of several Solo buttons. Each of the four
sections (Attack, Primary, Secondary, Release) has a Solo toggle
above the label. Enabling a section solo will silence any other
section that isn’t also being soloed.

In the example below we show a modifier section above the
drawbars. The modifier type is set to FM Step. Here, the mod
enable buttons indicate that the modifier is active on Drawbar 3,
Drawbar 4 and Drawbar 10. None of the remaining drawbars are
being modified, so they will be voiced according to the raw waveset.

In addition to the Section Solos, each drawbar can be soloed
individually. This can be a huge help in locating the source of an
interesting or problematic sound component. The Drawbar Solos
are mutually exclusive, so only one will be soloed at a time.

It’s important to note that ordering of the modifier algorithms
does not matter. Internally, Revival will always process any FM first
(and in parallel with each other), then the filters, and finally the
gain.

Audreio
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3.9.Effects Section
Revival’s Effects Section provides a selection of vintage, modeled
effects. These effects follow the tone-generators in the signal
chain and each module can be engaged with the Power button
next to the module’s tab. The order of the effects is fixed, with one
exception: the preamp module (see below).
Preamp
The preamp section has several modeled amplifier types, each
with a unique character and analog-distortion quality. Although
tube and transistor modeling techniques are utilized, there is no
specific model of another manufacturer’s product found in Revival.

!
The preamp types use color names to suggest some of the model
characteristics.
Direct

Direct box with swell and tone control, no drive.

Gold

Bright with distortion mostly on mid-highs.

Red

Warm with rich, even distortion.

Brown

Similar to Red but with a darker tone.

SilverHG

High-gain with bright color and distortion.

Audreio

BlueHG

High-gain & bassy. More transistor than tube.

Drive: determines the gain at the input of the preamp. Drive can
be used to impart a warmth, or over-driven quality, to the
instrument’s tone. The output gain of the preamp automatically
compensates for the increased gain created by turning up the
Drive control.
Tone: is a simple “tilt-type” active equalization. Turning the control
to the left of the center position increases bass and decreases
treble (vice-versa if the Tone is turned to the right).
Normally, the preamp is inserted into the signal chain between the
tone-generators and the Phaser module. Since the preamp is
capable of adding many harmonics to sound by the use of
overdrive, it’s often desirable to have it here. In doing this, we are
giving the Phaser and Mod-Filter more material to “bite into”. But
perhaps just as often, one may want to place the preamp after the
Phaser and ModFilter, for a more subtle character. The Post-FX
button allows this. When enabled, the preamp will be inserted
between the ModFilter and Speaker modules.
Swell: is a simple gainer that is common on organs and is often
critical to a performer’s musical expression. It can also be used a
volume adjustmentl, or a means to add more drive (since it adjusts
the gain at the input of the preamp). The range of the swell
control is +/- 12dB.
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Phaser

Mod-Filter

Revival includes a vintage stereo phaser module with three
settings: Subtle, Sweet and Deep. Phasers use allpass filters that
shift the phase of the signal in such a way that, when mixed with
the dry original, create several notches in the frequency response
of the processed audio.

Revival’s Mod-Filter is a multi-mode filter, useful in creating
everything from undulating ethereal effects, to funky-breaks, to
throbbing dub-step bass.

!
The Mod-Filter includes the following types:
!
The Depth control adjusts this mix. It is typical for a phaser to
apply a modulation source to the phase - this creates an ethereal,
swirling effect. An internal LFO is included to accomplish this. The
LFO’s speed is controlled by the Rate knob and the rate is
continuously adjustable from 0.05 Hz to 4 Hz. The phaser’s
Feedback control, creates deeper spikes in the resulting EQ curve
and enhances the effect greatly.

Audreio

Lowpass12

12 dB/Octave Low-pass

Lowpass24

24 dB/Octave Low-pass

Lowpass36

36 dB/Octave Low-pass

Hipass12

12 dB/Octave High-pass

Hipass24

24 dB/Octave High-pass

Hipass36

36 dB/Octave High-pass

Bandpass12

12 dB/Octave Band-pass

Wah-Pedal

Classic guitar effect

Formant1

Voiced Vowels

Formant2

Voiced Vowels

Formant3

Voiced Vowels
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The center-frequency of the filter is set by the Freq knob and is
continuously variable from 100 Hz to 19 kHz. This applies to all
filters except the Wah-Pedal and the Formant filters. The frequency
ranges for the latter types are dependent on their specific
character.

The LFO’s Rate control is dependent on the sync modes. With the
first two modes, the LFO does not sync to the project’s tempo, so
the Rate range is 0.05 Hz to 20 Hz. The Tempo and M/B modes do
sync to the project tempo, and the rate values for these modes are:

For all filter types, except the Wah-Pedal, the resonance can be
increased with the Reson knob. Resonance creates a sharp peak in
the gain near the cutoff or center frequency, and enhances the
filter’s effect.
Revival’s Mod-Filter includes a modulation LFO so the effect can
cyclically sweep across the frequencies. The LFO knob determines
the depth of the LFO’s effect. When turned full-right - and with the
frequency control set at 50% - the LFO will sweep the entire range
of center frequencies.
The rate of modulation has four modes of operation as determined
by the Sync knob.
0 (Un-synced)

Free-running. Not synced to transport or
incoming notes.

Key (Keyed)

Not synced to transport. LFO cycle resets
(syncs) on first note struck.

Tm (Tempo)

LFO cycle syncs to first note struck and
follows the transport’s tempo.

M/B (Meas/Beat)
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Syncs to the current measure/beat of the
transport’s position. Note that the transport
must be playing.

4W

4 Whole Note (16 beats)

2W

2 Whole Notes (8 beats)

W

1 Whole Note (4 beats)

1/2

Half Note (2 beats)

1/4

Quarter Note (1beat)

1/4T

Quarter Note Triplet

1/8

Eighth Note

1/8T

Eighth Note Triplet

1/16

Sixteenth Note

1/16T

Sixteenth Note Triplet

1/32

Thirty-Second Note

The modulating LFO has five waveforms / shapes to choose from:
!

Sine Wave
!

Triangle Wave
!

Square Wave
R1

Randomized with discreet steps

R2

Randomized with smooth curves.
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L/R Pos: Left-Right Stage Position. This control affects the pattern
of early echoes for the Room reverb types. It determines the
position of the virtual-instrument and the virtual-microphones
across the stage.

Room / Reverb
Revival provides several options for rich, high-density reverb.
Included are: Plate, Warm Plate, Studio, Room Warm Room, Dark
Room, Hall, Warm Hall and Dark Hall.

!

!

The plate settings are modeled after the classic plate reverbs that
were common before the advent of digital processing. They can
still be found in studios today. Plate reverb units are constructed
from actual metal sheets, along with speaker-like transducers that
broadcast the sound onto the plate. Pickups then retrieve the
sound after it has travelled along the surface, bouncing of the
edges in complex patterns along the way. Plate reverbs typically
have very high echo-density that develops very quickly.

For example, if the L/R Position is stage-left, then the majority of
early echoes will radiate from the left side, since the nearest walls
are to the left of the instrument and microphones.

The remaining options model rooms, and are slower to develop a
high-density of echoes. The early echoes establish a kind of 3D
stereo image in the sound field, because they are relatively distinct
when they are picked up by the modeled microphone pair.

This control can be useful in creating a different soundstage
image for each instrument in a mix.
The L/R Pos control has no effect for Plate reverb types.
RTime: Reverb Time. The range for this control is 0%- 100% and
the actual decay time varies depending on the reverb type.
Depth: Reverb Depth or Wet Mix. This control determines the
amount of reverberant signal mixed into the output.

P.Delay: Pre-Delay time. This control applies a pre-delay (delay
before the reverb’s input) to the signal. It is useful in creating a
gated effect where the reverberant sound follows a moment of
silence, or no activity. The range of pre-delay is 0 to 250ms.

Audreio
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Delay Unit

3.10.Rotary Speaker / Cabinet Simulator

Revival’s stereo delay module is a typical rack-type delay unit. It’s
called a rack-type because it follows the microphones in the
signal chain, and therefore would normally be found in the effects
loop of a mixing board.

Rotary speakers are much more than just vibrato and tremolo.
There are two speakers (bass and upper horn) separated by a
crossover with a center-frequency set at 800 Hz. The two speakers
both operate at two speeds (fast/slow), but not necessarily in sync.
Also, the radiant pattern of the horn produces different Doppler
shifts at different frequencies. The interior of the wooden cabinet
is highly reflective, so the pattern of ever-shifting pitches,
amplitudes, equalization and delay-times is very complex. Revival’s
modeling takes all of this into account, and produces a rich, truly
vintage sound.

!
There are several configurations included in the delay:
Mono

Produces a monophonic delay to center.

Stereo1

Left and Right channels are processed individually.

Stereo2LR

Like Stereo1 mode, but delays are offset so that the
left channel’s echo appears first.

Stereo2RL

Like Stereo1 mode, but delays are offset so that the
right channel’s echo appears first.

PPong1

Similar to Stereo1 except that the echoes alternate
back-and-forth in the stereo field.

PPong2LR

Similar to PPong1 except that the delays are offset
so that the left channel’s echo appears first.

PPong2RL

Similar to PPong1 except that the delays are offset
so that the right channel’s echo appears first.
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!
Revival includes several speaker and cabinet models to help shape
the sound of your patch. There are three types of rotary speakers,
each with two microphone configurations, a specialized ‘directrotary’, four full-range vintage-style cabinets, two bass cabinets
and a direct-box. The following table summarizes the tonal
character of each:
Direct

Direct-box with pan.

Rot1-180

Rotary Type 1 with 180º miking.
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Rot1-75

Rotary Type 1 with 75º miking.

Rot2-180

Rotary Type 2 with 180º miking.

Rot2-75

Rotary Type 2 with 75º miking.

Rot3-180

Rotary Type 3 with 180º miking.

Rot3-75

Rotary Type 3 with 75º miking.

412 White

4x12” Cabinet

410 Cream

4x10” Cabinet

212 Amber

2x12” Cabinet

112 Onyx

1x12” Cabinet

810 Bass

8x10” Bass Cabinet

115 Bass

1x15” Bass Cabinet

DirRot-180

Direct, Full-range Rotary Effect (180º mics)

DirRot-75

Direct, Full-range Rotary Effect (75º mics)

For the rotary speaker types above, there are two miking
configurations: 180º and 75º. This refers to the angle of the stereo
pair of microphones, relative to the cabinet, as shown below.

!
In the 180º configuration, the tremolo and Doppler-effect of the
rotating speakers will pan back and forth evenly between the left
and right channels, as the speaker passes near each microphone.
This creates a fairly smooth tremulant effect. In the 75º setup, the
resulting sound is choppier at the fast speed - and at the slower
speed, one can hear horn pass from right to left across the stereo
field, before it fades and returns.
For rotary speaker types, the Dry/Wet mix of the speaker effect is
handled by the Rot (rotator amount) knob. The Bass/Horn control
adjusts the balance between the upper horn and woofer drum. The
Air knob controls the amount cabinet ambience that is picked up
by the microphones. A drier, more direct speaker sound is heard
when there is less air. Finally, the Pan knob alters the left-right
pan of the output by moving the virtual microphones. The effect
applies to all speaker types as well as the Direct mode.
Finally, we have the rotary speaker controls. On the left is the
Speed (Slow/Fast) switch, and on the right is the Rotor brake
(stop/run). The Rotor Noise knob adjusts the level of motor and
bearing noise emanating from within the rotary speaker.
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The Horn Speed control allows adjustment of the rotating upper
horn when the fast rate is activated. The horn speed range is +/20% of normal speed (which is approximately 7 Hz). The Horn
Belt tension models the speaker’s ability to change rates quickly
(i.e. acceleration). The tighter the tension, the quicker the speed
change will be. Conversely, a lower belt-tension causes a lower
acceleration.
The Bass Speed and Bass Tension controls function similarly
to those above, but act on the woofer/drum, instead of the upperhorn.

3.11.Master Volume and Limiter
The last effects module in the Revival rack device is the main
Volume control with a built-in Limiter.

!
The Limiter Enable engages a simple brick-wall limiter with a
single Limiter Threshold control. The limiter module follows the
volume gainer in the signal chain. This means that the threshold
value set by the Limiter knob will be the absolute ceiling level
that the output can attain. With this arrangement, the volume can
be adjusted to simply tame rogue, intermittent peaks, or be
increased to the point that the output becomes heavily “squashed”.
In the latter case, the limiter is working hard to maintain a
constant level for all material. It may sound unnatural in many
cases while having artistic uses in others. The Threshold Ceiling
range is -12dB to 0dB.
The limiter module uses a 1.5ms look-ahead buffer and so adds
the same amount of latency to instrument’s audio output.
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Appendix 1 MIDI Reference
The following table lists the MIDI assignments of key parameters
in Revival. Not all parameters are represented, since there are not
enough available MIDI slots to accommodate all of them.

CC#

Parameter

4

Portamento Mode

5

Portamento Rate

7

Volume

15

Chorus Amount

16

Vibrato Enable

17

Vibrato Depth

18

Tremolo Depth

19

Vibrato/Tremolo Rate

20

Attack Drawbar 1

21

Attack Drawbar 2

22

Attack Drawbar 3

23

Attack Drawbar 4

24

Attack Drawbar 5

25

Attack Drawbar 6

26

Attack Drawbar 7
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CC#

Parameter

27

Attack Drawbar 8

28

Attack Drawbar 9

29

Attack Drawbar 10

30

Primary Drawbar 1

31

Primary Drawbar 2

32

Primary Drawbar 3

33

Primary Drawbar 4

34

Primary Drawbar 5

35

Primary Drawbar 6

36

Primary Drawbar 7

37

Primary Drawbar 8

38

Primary Drawbar 9

39

Primary Drawbar 10

40

Secondary Drawbar 1

41

Secondary Drawbar 2

42

Secondary Drawbar 3

43

Secondary Drawbar 4

44

Secondary Drawbar 5

45

Secondary Drawbar 6

46

Secondary Drawbar 7
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CC#

Parameter

CC#

Parameter

47

Secondary Drawbar 8

67

Release Section Attack Rate

48

Secondary Drawbar 9

68

Release Section Release Decay Rate

49

Secondary Drawbar 10

69

Release Section Release Gain Adjust

50

Release Drawbar 1

70

FX Preamp Enable

51

Release Drawbar 2

71

FX Preamp Drive

52

Release Drawbar 3

72

FX Preamp Tone

53

Release Drawbar 4

73

FX Preamp Swell Amount

54

Release Drawbar 5

74

FX Phaser Enable

55

Release Drawbar 6

75

FX Phaser Rate

56

Release Drawbar 7

76

FX Phaser Depth

57

Release Drawbar 8

77

FX Phaser Feedback

58

Release Drawbar 9

78

FX ModFilter Enable

59

Release Drawbar 10

79

FX ModFilter Type

80

FX ModFilter Frequency

60

Attack Section Attack Rate

81

FX ModFilter Resonance

61

Attack Section Decay Rate

82

FX ModFilter LFO Depth

62

Attack Section Gain Adjust

83

FX ModFilter LFO Rate

63

Primary Section Decay Rate

84

FX Reverb Enable

64

Sustain

85

FX Reverb Mix

65

Secondary Section Decay Rate

86

FX Delay Enable

66

Secondary Section Gain Adjust

87

FX Delay Time
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CC#

Parameter

CC#

Parameter

88

FX Delay Depth

89

FX Delay Feedback

108

Secondary Mod1 Amount

90

FX Limiter Enable

109

Secondary Mod1 Tone

91

FX Limiter Threshold/Ceiling

110

Secondary Mod1 Animation Amount

92

FX Speaker Enable

111

Secondary Mod1 Animation Rate

93

FX Speaker Type

94

FX Speaker Rotator Amount

112

Release Mod1 Amount

95

FX Speaker Rotator Balance

113

Release Mod1 Tone

96

FX Speaker Rotator Air

114

Release Mod1 Animation Amount

97

FX Speaker Pan

115

Release Mod1 Animation Rate

98

FX Rotator Brake (Run/Stop)

99

FX Rotator Rate Switch (Slow/Fast)

100

Attack Mod1 Amount

101

Attack Mod1 Tone

102

Attack Mod1 Animation Amount

103

Attack Mod1 Animation Rate

104

Primary Mod1 Amount

105

Primary Mod1 Tone

106

Primary Mod1 Animation Amount

107

Primary Mod1 Animation Rate
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Appendix 2 Factory Patches
Revival ships with 400+ presets, many of which were contributed
by our great team of beta testers. Their forum user names are
listed below:
Patch Author
db3x
eXode
hollownation
ncurry
nobeahmon
Ostermilk
xcountrycoach
Sononics
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